Yelp Terms of Service

Our Right to Use Your Content

We may use Your Content in a number of different ways, including publicly displaying it, reformatting it, incorporating it into advertisements and other works, creating derivative works from it, promoting it, distributing it, and allowing others to do the same in connection with their own websites and media platforms ("Other Media"). As such, you hereby irrevocably grant us world-wide, perpetual, non-exclusive, royalty-free, assignable, sublicenseable, transferable rights to use Your Content for any purpose. Please note that you also irrevocably grant the users of the Site and any Other Media the right to access Your Content in connection with their use of the Site and any Other Media. Finally, you irrevocably waive, and cause to be waived, against Yelp and its users any claims and assertions of moral rights or attribution with respect to Your Content. By "use" we mean use, copy, publicly perform and display, reproduce, distribute, modify, translate, remove, analyze, commercialize, and prepare derivative works of Your Content.

Accessible at https://www.yelp.com/static?p=tos, Section 5, B

TripAdvisor Terms of Use

REVIEWS, COMMENTS AND USE OF OTHER INTERACTIVE AREAS; LICENSE GRANT

We appreciate hearing from you. Please be aware that by providing your Content to or through the Services, be it via email, posting via any TripAdvisor synchronization product, via the services and applications of others, or otherwise, including any of your Content that is transmitted to your TripAdvisor account by virtue of any TripAdvisor Companies product or service, reviews, questions, photographs or videos, comments, suggestions, ideas or the like contained in any of your Content, you grant the TripAdvisor Companies a nonexclusive, royalty-free, perpetual, transferable, irrevocable and fully sublicenseable right to (a) host, use, reproduce, modify, run, adapt, translate, distribute, publish, create derivative works from and publicly display and perform such Content of yours throughout the world in any media, now known or hereafter devised; (b) make your Content available to the rest of the world and to let others do the same; (c) to provide, promote, and improve the Services and to make your Content shared on the Services available to other companies, organizations or individuals for the syndication, broadcast, distribution, promotion or publication of such Content of yours on other media and services, subject to our Privacy Policy and this Agreement; and (d) use the name and/or trademark that you submit in connection with such Content of yours. You acknowledge that TripAdvisor may choose to provide attribution of your Content at our discretion. You further grant the TripAdvisor Companies the right to pursue at law any person or entity that violates your or the TripAdvisor Companies’ rights in your Content by a breach of this Agreement. You acknowledge and agree that your Content is non-confidential and non-proprietary. You affirm, represent, and warrant that you own or have the necessary licenses, rights (including copyright and other proprietary rights), consents, and permissions to
publish and otherwise use (and for the TripAdvisor Companies to publish and otherwise use) your Content as authorized under this Agreement.


---

**MSCOCO Terms of Use**

**Images**

The COCO Consortium does not own the copyright of the images. Use of the images must abide by the [Flickr Terms of Use](https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/). The users of the images accept full responsibility for the use of the dataset, including but not limited to the use of any copies of copyrighted images that they may create from the dataset.

Accessible at [http://cocodataset.org/#termsofuse](http://cocodataset.org/#termsofuse)